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Connecticut College's Weekly Newspaper
Vol. V, No.9

December 11,1981

Spiritual Awareness:
Chapel Sermon and Talk
with Daniel Berrigan

Dorcas Hardy Profile
by Robin Lynn Waxen berg
Dorcas Hardy is no ordinary woman.
Recently appointed to a sub-cabinet
post by President Reagan, she is assistant secretary for human development
services, Department of Health and
Human Services in Washington. A 1968
Connecticut College graduate, she is one
of 42 women at her level in the Reagan
Administration,
chosen from a group of
300.
She handles a budget of six billion
dollars, administers programs for
children, youth and families; the elderly,
the disabled and Native Americans; and
funding to states for social services to
help low-income families.
Amidst her business travels in Boston,
New York and Pennsylvania, she
arrived at Connecticut College on a midNovember day for a short visit; sessions
with student, local legislators and press
representatives.
Sitting in a college
dining room on a typically gray New
London morning she shared her history
with nine men and women eager to
intern for her in Washington.
She wears a wool suit, a peach turtleneck. Her eyes are blue, her hair is
stylish, short and blonde. She is cosmopolitan and businesslike. Yet, at this
early hour of the day, over a light
breakfast, three cups of coffee and .
cigarettes, she leans back in her ch.alr ,
and responds pensively to her audience s
questions about her own career.
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"If I were coming out of school now,"
she comments, "and interested in
government, I'd go to the Hill." A
government major and a member of the
last all-female class at Connecticut, Ms.
Hardy did just that. But as one of eight
women selected to represent the Girl
Scouts of America in Europe, she was
first to take a trip to Pakistan for a twoand-a-half month "home visit." These
months turned into many months. She
even traveled to Kenya at the advice of
her government professor, Marion Doro
(then researching in Uganda) to work
with St. Julian's Community, doing
housework and learning about Africa.
This experience led to further travel
throughout Europe after which she
returned home.
"I wanted to travel, I couldn't sit
still," she recalls. But what she soon
realized was that "I really wanted to be
in Washington." Having worked as a
summer intern there during her college
career, she returned to that city, which
undoubtedly had a special appeal and
aura for her, and landed a job in New
Jersey's Senator Case's office.
After getting some work experience,
making some personal contacts, and
receiving a few phone calls, she eventually became special assistant to the
national chairman and director of the
White House Conference on Children
and Youth.
Continued on Page 2

by Patricia Daddona
Why does a man commit a destructive
act of civil disobedience when he can
and does take a stand on political issues
in his own professional sphere as poet,
teacher, and Jesuit preacher? This
question seemed to be foremost in the
minds of the many people who come to
hear Father Daniel Berrigan preach at
the morning worship service on
November 22.
A crowded Chapel heard an articulate
and persuasive sermon delivered by
Father Berrigan, the man who. along
with seven others, trespassed on General
Electric property in King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania,
and damaged components
of Mark 12A nuclear missiles with
hammers. (Berrigan and the others are
free while their case is being appealed.)
The congregation also heard the voice of
a powerful and talented young singer,
Sharon Burns, at the same service. The
woman's musical gift stood as eloquent,
lovely, and convincing testimony to one
of several important messages imparted
by the guest priest, that our full "yes" to
life requires a "no" to the selfdestruction evident in our nation's arms
build-up, if "only" and ultimately to
preserve this earth for future
generations, for the children.
Father Berrigan based his sermon on
the Scriptural readings of Saints Paul
and Mark and developed his themes
around theirs. The first lesson
emphasized the apostles' willingness to
choose decisively between a yes and no
to life, and the call to every person to
do the same. In saying yes to faith,
Berrigan said, "we need to be clear

about life, clear about death, and clear
about all of the murky spaces in
between." A tall order, undoubtedly.
The second reading told of a story of
exorcism, wherein Jesus Christ casts out
the demons plaguing a small boy
because the child's father shows faith in
the midst of his own he\plessness. Here
Berrigan's message contained a premise
that is difficult to accept. He focused
throughout the sermon on [esus as
healer, on our potential to imitate him,
and on the "mystery and evil," as
Berrigan caned it, "of demonic
possession." Ours, he claimed, is a
demonic plight. Whether this description
of the current American bill of health is
taken figuratively or literellv, however,
the implications of this nation's
preparation for war do derive from a
negative, suspicious, and unhealthy
outlook.
Although Berrigan's sermon revolved
around a frightening view of what he
termed America's "preoccupation
with
socialized death," his main points were
put forth positively. The message he
emphasized consisted of a spiritual
breakthrough evident, already, in a new
transcending awareness. He sees the
emergence of this awareness as "a great
public contribution,"
which he in his act
-,
at G.E. has taken a demonstrative and
open part in. We must 'begin to
understand the litany of illness within
us," he said, in closing. "For I
profoundly believe that they (the nuclear
arms advocates) are not in charge. We
Continued on Page 7

R.T.C.'s Are A.O.K.
by Michael Schoenwald
Have you ever noticed people slightly
older than yourself, say 10, 20 or 30
years, listening attentively to the same
lecture as you? Was it kind of strange at
first? Well, fear not, for these people
have just as good a reason to be here as
you do. They are Return to College
students (RTC) here for their own
enlightenment or to get that golden B.A.
they never could get before, 200 people
are registered in the RTC program at
Connecticut College with 13S taking
courses this semester.
Anyone over twenty-five who has
successfully completed one year of
college can apply to the RTC program
at Connecticut College, Students begin
by taking three courses a semester. After
four semester courses have been
completed satisfactorily, application
may be made for formal admission to
Connecticut College as a candidate for
the bachelor's degree. Since the

establishment of the program in 1966
over 250 men and women have received
degrees in the arts, social sciences and
humanities, with about one quarter
continuing their studies in graduate or
professional schools. Last year 12 of the
24 graduates of the program were
graduated with honors. People from all
walks of life participate in the program
with 70% being usually female and 30%
male.
Lee Kneerim. Director of the Office of
Continuing Education at Connecticut,
acknowledges that it is not always easy
for RTC students at the start 'but that
the program is on an upward swing.
Most RTC students share a great fear of
failure upon entering the program but
are usually highly motivated, The
program is growing at a good rate and
the success rate very high in terms of
academic achievement and the attrition
rate very low."
Continued on Page 6
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Introducing:
The Quaker Hill Review
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A skeletal editorial board and
oJ endowment are assembled for next
semester's printing of the Quaker Hill
> Review, Connecticut's first high-quality
.. arts portfolio and review exclusively for
~ students' work. QHR's editor Michael
o Siadden wants the review to spotlight
U the College's best artists, writers and
~ artistic attitudes, in a "slick" fonnat. So
I- far, says Sladden, talent and organization are plentiful; only money remains
in short supply.
"As usually happens with a good
idea," he says, "possible supporters are
skeptical till they see initial results.
Without the money to get this thing
printed properly, theyl1 never see the
full potential of QHR. We can't start out
half-baked; we need to start out full
blast."
QHR shuns the title 'literary
magazine" and emphasizes that all
mediums are encouraged. Poetry,
fiction, offset reproduction of twodimensional art, photography and

'5

photographed sculpture-even
music
and dance-are
scheduled for inclusion
in the first issue, sometime next spring.
The target audience will be as diverse:
students, alumni, parents, other colleges,
The idea behind this kind of exposure is
simple, Sladden says.
"QHR is student appreciation and
presentation of student creativity.
Connecticut's student artists are
extremely talented. When everyone
associated with the College sees this
talent in the proper perspective-I
mean
well printed and the cream risen to the
top-it will take on greater meaning
both here and anywhere else it's seen.
There's every chance a magazine with
editorial continuity and fiscal stability
can showcase our creative ideals,
products, and ultimately generate a solid
reputation and some money for our
programs."

George Plimpton's Paris Review,
American Photographer Magazine and
Connecticut's own In Politics have

provided partial models for QHR's
design. Measuring 8'1,xll inches, the
review will present each selected artist
separately, with a biographical
paragraph. Sladden thinks this
separation is important to the
magazine's look, and to the artists'
integrity. "His work isn't made in a
jumble, and can't be viewed that way.
Each page will be white with a drawing
or photograph. The viewer is just as
important as the artist this way."
Poetry and fiction will have equal
stature as well. A featured poet will
present several works.
"Including dance and music, or
theater, will be hard," says Sladden.
"but we can feature an individual with a
photograph and article, perhaps a
choreography sketch or sheet of
composition. Visual stimulation can
succeed in different exciting ways. That
will be our challenge."
Sladden especially wants an editorial
point of view that is heavily pro-arts.

Articles will discuss certain departments,
faculty or administrative programs
important to the development of
Connecticut's artistic community. "QHR
will certainly lobby hard, but there's no
reason to alienate anyone, athletes or
scientists. We're a special interest group
without the claws."
Student Organization has agreed to
help support QHR, but their money is a
token gesture compared with the
thousands needed for high-quality
reproduction or artwork. Siadden says
hell have to rely almost exclusively on
private contributions, and a cover price.
"Ads would look terrible in this kind of
magazine," he says, "though if that's
what it takes, we'll take some 'tasteful'
ads."
Siadden will be seeking contributions
next semester through departments and
word-of-mouth, and encourages anyone
who is interested in the editorial
selection process to contact him.

Inside In Politics
by Seth Stone
In an age when glossy magazines
promise to be everything to their
readers, In Politics refreshingly offers
just what its name implies. Written by
college students for college students, the
magazine from the Connecticut College
government department is a journal of
who, what, why, where, and hows for
the student interested in politics.
In Politics is subtitled "The Magazine
for Students," and the latter word
permeates the magazine in all phases.
"The recent issue, the first this year, has

a series of short features on personal
reflections by student congressional
interns, an article about the conservative
movement on campuses, a revealing
article on truth in testing, an update on
the effect of Reagan's budget cuts on
students, and a guide to internship
programs. Feature articles include an
inside look at the defense program of
the Reagan administration, a look at the
unrest in Poland, an exclusively written
viewpoint by Senator Chris Dodd, and a
piece on Jerry Falwell and Moral
Majority.
In design and execution, In Politics is
meant to be a professional magazine. It
is sent to colleges throughout New

England, as well as to Washington and
Chicago. The appearance of the magazine dIFfers significantly from its first
incantation known as Helicon. The
original idea was to print a journal of
the best work of the government
department. The idea expanded to the
English, psychology, and history department, as the top term papers from each
department were featured. Professor
Minor Myers still believed in the
original idea of a magazine strictly "for
the government department, and instead
of coming out with a sequel for Helicon,
began planning for In Politics.
The primary idea was that the magazine should be of practical use to
students. Hence, the focus was slanted
to articles detailing how internships
turned out, and how to go about applying for new ones.
Last year, editor Dana Friedman ('81)
was able to oversee the publication of
the initial issue. This year Leslie Pedlar,
who did a great deal of writing for the
last issue, took over Friedman's role.
The fact that In Politics produced a
sequel to last year's issue, and plans to
issue a second issue this year, makes it
an unqualified success. For, only those
who achieve success are asked to
produce a sequel.

It's Probably Not Going to Get
Much Warmer For A While

Dorcas Hardy Profile
Continued from Page 1

From there her career flourished. She
was appointed Director of the Health
Services Industry Committee of the Cost
of Living Council, and soon after became California's assistant secretary for
health under then Governor Ronald
Reagan. In 1974, Ms. Hardy was a
health consultant with Urban Management Consultants of San Francisco.
Until her recent appointment.
she had
served as associate director of the
University of Southern California's
School of Medicine Center for Health
Services Research. She received her
MBA at Pepperdine University in 1976.
Hardy also completed the Executive
Program in Health Policy and Financial
Management at Harvard Business
School.
Consequently,
she is educated, experienced, adventurous, and ambitious.
Hardy looks back on her college years
as highly beneficial. "With liberal arts
you can't go wrong, it makes you a
whole person. I'm very high on the
education I got here, and my liberal arts
degree. It gives you a very general
perspective. Then," she notes, "if you
want, you can get an advanced degree."

As a sponsor of the Connecticut
College Internship Program, Ms. Hardy
hopes to place students, according to
their interests, in particular areas of her
agency. The Internship Program, developed in 1973, runs during the winter
vacation and provides Conn students
with a three-week opportunity to
observe and participate in the work
settings of various alumni.
Through such observation, research
projects and daily contact with government employees, Hardy's students will
get a first hand account of their
respective organizational environments.
Hardy believes her internship program
will give students a "feel for how things
work and don't work. I think assuming
there's a concrete assignment, and a
mentor, the whole idea of Congress is
interesting, and provides you with the
opportunity to go to the Hill."
She also intends to employ students in
a Washington summer internship experience. This program, in coordination
with the college's government department, is still in the developmental
stages.
In terms of her own aspirations in the
human development services, she seeks

to "provide services for those who are
most in need and to make sure dollars
that are there are used effectively and
efficiently." She also hopes to develop
programs within the private sector as
well as to aid the elderly and the young.
Today, Ms. Hardy travels four to five
days a month. She has dined with
President Reagan twice, one of those
times being the morning of the day he
was shot. She reports to Secretary of
Health and Human Services Richard
Schweiker, runs three staff offices and
meets with everyone from her own staff
to her constituents.
Ms. Hardy believes much of her own
career has been determined by "who I've
known, and being at the right place at
the right time." She also err/phasizes the
importance of "networking" -"developing close ties at school." And here she
certainly speaks from experience.
Her special assistant today, Ms. Carol
Fraser, is also a 1968 Connecticut
College graduate.
How is Ms. Hardy remembered at
Conn? She was a housefellow and editor
of her college yearbook. Professor
Marion Dora describes her as "first
class."

"She's willing to take responsibility
for what she does. If she makes a rrustake she takes the consequences. I have
confidence in her integrity," says
Professor Doro.
Ms. Hardy seems to have made few
mistakes throughout her career. She IS a
woman of style, easily adapting from
past affairs in the White House to a
night in College House, from a midNovember day of conversatIOns In
college classrooms, dormitories and
press conferences on campus, to meetings with local legislators and phone
calls with Secretary Schweiker. She
treats all with respect, inquisitiveness
and eagerness. 'Why do you want to .
come to Washington?" she asks potential
college interns. 'What questions can I
answer for you?" she later asks press
representatives on campus, as she
smiles, firmly shaking each one's hand.
Ms. Hardy has been recognized for
her achievements by Who's Who of
American Women and Outstanding
Young Women in America. She brings
to her new role in Washington the
energy and enthusiasm she has brought
to all job opportunities throughout her
career.
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Many things happen on a college campus in the spirit of
fun however I have never considered anything being
achieved at the expense of another fun. I have always felt
that the college environment has offered enough opportunity
for me and most of the people [ know here, so that no one
was forced to look for senseless jokes or pranks to play to
have a good time. If the situation has changed on campus
since the recent snowfall. then I guess I've missed something.
For the first time in my four years at this college, I am
embarrassed at the actions of my peers. Returning to campus
after an enjoyable night out with a friend and her parents,
the car my friend's father was driving was pelted with
snowballs and then surrounded. This seemingly "harmless"
act may not have bothered any of us used to such a prank;
however, how many of our parents would be so calm at
such an occurrence? When my friend's father got out of his
car to confront the attackers, a couple of these "gentlemen"
pelted him with snowballs, then retreated out of the light.
Would anyone on this campus not be embarrassed and

ADVISOR

Thorn Lamond
The College Voice is an editorially
independent news magazine published weekly
during the academic year. All copy is
student-written unless specifically noted.
Unsolicited material is welcome but the
editor does not assume responsibility and will
return only material accompanied by a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. All copy
represents the opinion of the author unless
stated otherwise. The College Voice is a
student-run, non-profit organization.
Editorial offices are located in Room 212,
Crozier-Williams Student Center. Mailing
address: Box 1351, Connecticut College, New
London, CT 06320. Phone: (203) 447-1911,
Ext. 7236 or 7397.

PRINTERS

The other night when I was walking
to the library, I saw a group of guys

standing around the street lamp between
Windham and the Infirmary. Suddenly,
one of the boys ran toward the pole and
kicked it, in an attempt to make the
light go out.
In addition to this, I noticed a broken
light in front of Harkness donn about
three weeks ago. Apparently, someone
had thrown a rock at it, with the
intention of breaking it.
These incidents concern me for a
couple of reasons. The women who live
in south campus have a long way to
walk at night and the few lights that are
present can be helpful. There have been
instances when people have been
bothered walking to their dorms,
Another thing that concerns me is that
the people toying with the lights are my
peers. It is important in a college
community for students to work
together and help each other out. Most
women and men at Connecticut College
do not like to walk home in the dark.
We have to work within the college to
prevent unnecessary vandalism to the
things that were put here to protect us.
-Sarah

van Leer '82

To the Editor:
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ashamed to witness such abuse towards any campus visitor,
let alone a father?
If this incident wasn't bad enough, I saw a similar event
occur not more than fifteen minutes later at another part of
campus, again an attack against a visitor's car, which was
slowly passing the group trying to avoid the very people
who were abusing them on the slippery road. When one of
the car's occupants got out of the car he was hit in the face
with a snowball and went into a rage. I'm not sure if there is
something about people in cars and people with snowballs
that brings out the worst in people, but this night it seemed
to be the case. To my mind, the spirit of fun has been lost
somewhere.
I've had some great times involving snowball battles where
everyone participating was doing so of their own free will. I
have never understood how anyone, save a sadist, could
enjoy throwing a snowball at an innocent passerby,
especially when the thrower is stooped behind a donn roof
Continued on Page 6

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

LAYOUT ASSISTANTS
Sarah Van Leer
Robin Lynn Waxenberg
Rachel Youree

LONDON

'1 don't mind getting nailed, but it's the. castration, the . e
bamboo under my fingertips and the lighting my skin on fir
that gets on my nerves.'~
,
"So, what are you go~g to do, eh?'
. .
"Not much I can do. I m five hundred pages behind in one
course, three hundred pages and one paper behmd m .
another, seven hundred pages and two papers behind m the
third, and I haven't even picked up, the syllabus for the .
fourth-but
that one's my gut, so I'm n,ot worried about
But, aside from those petty problems, I'm m great shape.
Supper in Harris was Tuna Melt Surpnse. The Silverware
was hotter than the food; there were about two glasses per
hundred people; the salad came straight from memory lane:
Continued on Page 6
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SECRETARY
Barbara Lupucy

BY NEW

"Let me put it this way: unless my Secret Santa gives me
five pounds of speed, enough money to bribe my professors,
and Monarch notes for every book on each syllabus, I ain't
gonna get out of this exam period alive."
My friend Tad was in a bad mood. We were in Harris on
the last Friday before exams. The place reminded me of
London right before World War II; everyone knows the
bombs are going to start falling, but there's no place to hide.
"Do you really think you're going to do baclly7" I asked.
"Badly?" Tad coughed. "Badly? Three professors said I'd
be lucky if I flunked, that's how bad I'm gonna do. Let's just
say this: come Monday morning, I'd rather stick my mouth
around a chainsaw than show up in Fanning. Okay?"
'Well, look," I said. 'This is exam time. Everyone gets
nailed."

In the Spirit of Fun

NEWS EDITOR
Betsy Singer

PRINTED

Flunking
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There are many ways that are used by
each of us to get infonnation about the
world around us-in particular current
information, or news: Television,.
newspapers; news magazines; radio.
I wonder if most people are aware of
the superb radio news journal "All
Things Considered" from 5-6: 30 p. m.
every evening. It is broadcast by CPR
(Connecticut Public Radio 89.1, 89.7),
WGBH (from Boston 90) and oth~r FM
stations in the range 88.5-91.5. It IS
unbiased, thorough, broad, and WItty,
with not a commercial to be heard. I
expect that if one listened for a trial
period of a week that person would
never return to television for daily news,
cancel Newsweek, and be better
informed

....

-Stan Wertheimer
Math Department

On Saturday, November

7, an

incident occurred in Lezrus Dormitory
which should be brought to the
attention of the entire college
community.
At 2:40 a.m. [ discovered that I was
locked out army room. I'tejephoned
security from Crozier-Williams and the
man with whom I spoke promised to
send someone over to open my door
within 15 minutes. We arranged to meet
at the bell desk.
I walked back to Lazrus by myself,
and within one minute after entering an
unlocked donn, a man about my own
age, who dearly did not attend
Connecticut College, followed me into
the dormitory. His presence was
anything but comforting. He had
nobody in particular to visit, and he
remained at the front desk talking to
me. Although, I tried to ignore him, he
was very intimidating.
Several minutes later another young
man, also not a student here, entered
the building through another open door.
Within a few more minutes, a third
stranger let himself into Lazrus.
As they were finally getting ready to
leave, they went into the living room,
inviting me to join them. Frightened, I
ran and found someone else from the
donn. When he and I heard the three
strangers leave, we went back to the
desk to wait for security, which had by
this time kept me waiting 25 minutes.
Somethine was dearly amiss, and we
soon realized that they had left with the
donn's television set. I called security a

To the Editor.
Motivated by the film, Eight Minutes
to Midnight, I felt I must wrile about an
issue that is imperative to us all. Helen
Caldicott, the speaker of the movie, is a
pediatrician who scientifically as ~ell as
humanistically realizes the inconceivable
danger of nuclear anTIS. As she
poignantly expressed, we have inherited
this earth and as a part of It, It IS up to
us to secure it for gemations to come. It
only takes a greater awareness and a
commitment on the part of everyone to
move away from the direction we are

second time told them that \ had been
waiting am;ost a hall hour, and that the
television set had lust been stolen.
Within 5 minutes (because the television
had been stolen, and not because I had
been waiting alone ior 50 long), a
security guard arrived, took down all
relevant infonnation and unlocked my
door for me.
Of course I was shaken, and the next
day I spoke with several people about
the matter. Apparently the same three
men had been in Lazrus earlier the same
evening, and had been asked to leave by
the Housefellow. Also, security had
been warned of their presence on
campus.
The three "suspects" had come onto
campus in a van, and must have driven
past the security booth earlier that
evening. The next night, at around
10:30, and again tonight, November 18,
at 10:55, I drove onto campus, stopped
at the guard house and was not even
acknowledged by the men theoretically
protecting this campus. Apparently any
car could have entered the school
premises with no trouble, even a van
full of drunken young strangers.
When Connecticut College students
are made to wait for over a half hour at
three in the morning to be let into their
rooms, and when intoxicated intruders
can easily enter the campus, harass
young women, and steal school property
with ease, something needs to be
changed.

-Margaret

Carol Moroff

headed. Our government has become
involved in a political and frenzied
military game with our most feared
.
competitor-Russia.
The govemment in
the United States, is of the people. We
have the ability, if we mobilize our
strengths, to alter the policies and
priorities of our nation.
Radioactivity generated from nuclear
energy cannot realistically be isolated
from the environment, unless we stop
in-putting it. Its effects of human life,
cancer and genetic damage are too
Continued on Page 5
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Missy at Katahdin

either side, then groped back to the peak
drive to the heart of the land. We were
cairn for a hasty picture of jaunty,
mountains? There was nothing over
experienced, chancing the weather,
grinning Missy, waving vigorously.
6,000 feet. I had lived most of my childDavid W. Murray
intent upon moving quickly, and of
Down, slowly, stiffly, very cautiously,
hood at an elevation greater than 6,000
[)EPAIlTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
course nothing would have it but Missy
lowering each other by hand, trudging
feet.
Where
was
the
ocean
7
The
greasy
would go, too. Of us all, only Dick and
~
After the fact of knowing them. it
quietly in the early evening, finally back
wavelets of Long Island Sound made me
I knew her enough to know the truth of
~ becomes quite easy to infer the
to the truck, the campfire, the hot
long for the powerful building curl and
what would happen. I think the students
characteristics of a people from their discanned food, early into the sleeping bag,
whipsnap break of the thudding Pacific.
felt they were acquiring a base-<:amp
~ tinctive landscape. Geography can be
and the night long thrumming of a heavy
However, I was starting my first job
..c made to reflect character and we may
cook.
rain.
and was soon busy, puttering about my
Missy and I drove together in the
I- survey spirit from the lay of the land.
I awoke early the next morning,
campus home, amused and chagrined at
truck and arrived first, at the evening of
At least, I often seem to believe this
alone, and walked to the bank of the
New
London,
putting
away
books
and
a long drive, to set up camp and wait
while on cross-country jet flights home
river, steam rising, in hopes of catching
settling in. I was gelling to know New
for the two carloads of others. We
to California for the holidays. I will
a late moose. The brush and pine trees
Englanders; at least, the people of the
always stiffen my neck from twisting in
pulled around to the west of the
were dripping and the sun was still
coast, where it is wanner, where they
mountain and set up tents in a grassy
a window seat and have always been
blocked, so I stood up on the bank
sail and think of New York and take
meadow spotted with recent piles of
rewarded as truths of psychology and
huddled and sleepy. I was confused, I
down boards from summer homes. I
moose dung, steaming in the cold
topography undulate beneath me in
soon realized. The river was flowing the
hadn't
counted
on
Missy.
color; until I came to New England, that
evening breeze. We were on a branch of
wrong way. No, it was just the strong
Missy is my neighbor, or was until
what must have become the
is.
wind at dawn, blowing up-current and
this year, when she went to North
To my Western sensibilities, New
Wassataquoik River.
sending the ripples of the surface on a
Carolina.
Else
I
should
never
dare
to
England was a disappointment that
The mountain was grand. 5,268 feet.
temporary reverse of time. Below, the
speak
of
her.
Her
husband
is
called
nagged me long enough to become a
Lonely, proud, commanding, it seemed
black current pulled inexorably,
Redwood,
rightfully
so,
and
he
is
a
mystery. California I won't even try to
more to have been hurled down from
steadily, downstream, down time,
subject
for
another
essay
but
if
his
luck
define for you, other than to claim that
the sky than to have been squeezed up
around the curve, away from sight. If I
holds,
from
a
man
more
gifted
than
I.
its diversity has escaped the popular
from the forest. Rock and sunlight dared
stood in it, it would chill my legs numb
Missy
has
a
hoarse
voice,
a
bicycle
consciousness of that rest of the country
each other. I was not prepared for the
and,
I've
been
told,
the
soul
of
a
nine
and tug me.
which remained firmly bolted down.
northern air. The clarity of objects at
These days I try to stay in good
year old boy. She taught me how to
Consisting of one hundred distinct
this latitude is striking. The air is clean,
physical
condition. I run, sometimes
gather
sassafras
for
tea,
names
the
micro-environments, an entire continent
suffused with light, boundaries are
hard, and work at my body, trying to
iterant bird on demand, anticipates the
of forms packaged to European scale,
sharper, things are more real, more
force it upstream, or to at least hold still
proper season for each flowering and
California harbors and nourishes
insistent, more saturated with color.
in the current. I want to be able to
each
decline
all
over
the
whole
campus
flourescing mutants, reckless or
The next morning Dick led the ascent.
climb Katahdin again, someday.
and
found
time
to
teach
my
son
how
to
menacing, and sets them proclaiming in
I began to understand how things
I spoke with a friend my age the other
walk on stilts during his birthday party.
the orange groves.
balanced out. It was no great climb in
day, and we laughed at an outrageous
I
have
sat
at
the
bay
windows
of
her
Graduate school I had taken in the
elevation, yet the trip was strenuous, for
belief we had both secretly held in our
gracious dining room too many times
Midwest. There. flat, foursquare, genial
the simple reason that great forces are
youth, that somehow people were
without
repayment
and
watched
the
with pigs and beets, the gridwork fields
brought to bear here. Katahdin is a
responsible for their aging. It had
shadows overtake rabbits on the broad,
full of white bread and good sense, the
magnet, a lightning rod for weather, a
seemed like a moral question, really. I
well-tended
lawn
that
slopes
away
to
a
farms sent tribute to Chicago. that most
focus for the great wheels and gears and
mean, why did they let themselves go
border
of
hyacinth,
daffodil
and
laurel;
American of all cities. On a northern
rigging of Nature's show which here
like that7 The decrepitude seemed
while we on our second glass of
lake, pushing through the blue steel
strum and whirl more nakedly.
somehow their fault. That is, if only
Chateauneuf
du
Pape,
listen
to
Missy
smoke, the city seemed to extrude with
A long walk through the forest to the
they had worked at it, as we surely
extol
the
virtues
of
the
music
of
the
great power the tallest buildings ever,
wan above tree line, then the house-size
West. She soon reveals her prejudice
intended to, then such things couldn't
)ust to get a \ook around.
boulders and thin rock edges that stretch
happen.
wm power was all.
that
no
one
not
haunted
by
the
myth
But before that and more lasting were
for a quarter mile in a stiff wind. At the
Now that I am already beyond 'losing
dreams of the Black Forest can truly
the years spent in the intermountain
tableland I changed into my wool pants,
a step to first base' (as a matter of fact, I
understand its tragedy and its yearning.
West. My first night in the Rockies, I
turtleneck, heavy sweater, vest, wind
had that stunning experience last
Victor
Turner
says
the
Ndembu
believe
had arrived late on a black night hoping
breaker, heavy gloves and wool hat to
summer of watching a hard liner whiz
that whiteness equals purity, and to a
in the morning to find an apartment and
climb on in the tearing wind as clouds
by me at third base which I had
life
well-lived
comes
a
time
when
the
start school as a transfer student. I had
settled over the mountain and the world
mentally judged, caught and prepared to
refining
of
the
old
body
finally
lets
the
been driving in the dark for hours when
below disappeared. We hiked on to the
throw while my very actual hands still
purity
show
through.
To
see
Missy
I finally decided to camp on the isolated
summit in a wet cloud so thick that we
rested on by bent knees) I am prepared
pedalling with authority towards us on a
shore of Utah Lake. Next to a vast
could make out but one white blaze at a
to see things in a more forgiviP.g light.
spring
day
when
Mamacoke
Island
is
marsh and migratory wildfowl refuge, I
time ahead of us painted on rock. In
Now I will admit that some products of
just
awakening
and
a
sharp
breeze
has
lit a fire and gave in to bullfrog and
clear weather we could have seen
a moral will may resist aging; Emerson's
reddened
her
now
creased
face
and
her
cicada rhythms punctuated by bird
fifteen. Bent double by the wind, we
essays, Melville's novels, perhaps, but
white hair shines is-for my young
shrieks from the dark and ominous
reached the summit, ventured out on
not human beings. Not even New
children
and
sometimes
for
me-a
sure
splashings. I looked for the stars and
hands and knees onto the notorious
England Yankees. If only I didn't have
sign
of
adventure.
found only one bright one, very high
"knife edge" ridge, just thin rocks in
that image of Missy to contradict me.
New England unfolded for me for
overhead, that to my surprise began to
swirline: milk bv now, a precipice on
three
years
as
I
dutifully
took
myself
on
move in a stately zig-zag pattern. In the
the pilgrimages; Sturbridge, Kent,
morning I discovered my error, for the
Litchfield, Bar Harbor, Woodstock,
first light showed me to be in the milesHanover, Amherst, jaffrey Center,
deep shadow of breathtaking mountains.
Newport, Uncasville. The coast was
Their steepness and size astounded me.
finally disatisfying. Fishers Island in the
What I had taken for a star nearly overfall was a wonderful bicycle ride, but it
head had been someone's jeep lights
was clearly too soft to have fashioned a
climbing laboriously up the switchbacks
transcendentalist, Where was that spirit
of Squaw Peak.
of place, that wellspring of philosophy
The Rockies were all drama, as were
in the 1800's, but was not brought
by Rachel Youree
and literature and conviction where
the people: someplace to look up to,
before Congress until 1923, by the
Professor jane Torrey, who teaches
earth and character convene and ally7
which is fine for the soul, and someplace
Woman's Party. It wasn't until 1972 that
Psychology
of Women at Connecticut
I
was
wise
enough
by
now
to
go
to
an
to look down from, which can somethe amendment was passed by Congress.
expert. I thought to ask the bird dog
College, discussed the Equal Rights
times bring its problems. The people
Unlike a federal law, an amendment must
himself, the canny, wily survivor of
Amendment and why it is advantageous
jagged through extremes of soaring
then be ratified by 38 states in order to
for Americans to pass it. She spoke at
days
on
Tucherman's
Ravine
and
nights
aspiration and plummeting drops of
be added to the United States
at Merry's. Prof. Dick Birdsall. Now
the Wednesday night meeting of
blind prejudice. But the mountains
Constitution.
Dick is still as hard and lean and whiteEQUAL, which stands for Equality Under
seemed to require such people, or
In states that have passed the
skinned as a peeled tree and is equally at
Law, a group that was begun earlier this amendment, such as Connecticut, New
perhaps to fashion them.
home wearing an ascot for a round of
semester by Vicki Kurtz, a freshman at
All of that, as I say, before I reached
Mexico, Pennsylvania and Utah, "equal
lawn tennis on a Vanderbilt yacht or
Connecticut College.
New England one winter day, droning
rights" have been added to their
Professor Torrey said she is
whittling birch branches for some
into Hartford over humped acres of bare
constitutions. However, not all states
dissatisfied with the media's coverage of
snowshoe frames at the side of a stove
gray sticks, jumbled walls that had been
that have ratified the ERA have actually
the Equal Rights Amendment because
in a Vermont blizzard. He turned his
unable to stem the leaking migration,
adopted equal rights in practice. If the
only its problems and what it won't do
steely gaze on me and said to go North.
ERA is passed in june of 1982, it would
the thin topsoil draining through stone
are emphasized. She would like to see
To Katahdin. And to climb it.
fingers, cemeterys full to their
'not take national effect for two years
people educated in the more serious
The trip was set for late September,
because Congress then must review over
boundaries, rock-ribbed steeples and
aspects, because, she said, if the ERA is
early
fall
in
Northern
Maine.
A
sturdy
black water rivers where white swans
800 federal laws for sexual
passed there will be a lot of good
group of American Studies students,
huddled, speaking of the broken wing
discrimination. Professor Torrey
changes.
ranging from newly provisioned L.L.
mentioned several groups of people that
and com stubble. Owing to their
First of all, the Equal Rights
Bean supercampers freshly back from
eloquent self-proclamations, this was the
would be most affected by these
Amendment is very simply worded:
Kenya to bearded ex-hippie hitchhikers
first place I had lived where I knew the
changes.
'The equality of rights under the law
who toughed it out in fatigue jackets
Traditional female homemakers have
character of the men and women before
shall not be denied or abridged by the
and carried little more than Sierra cups
I knew the country. At least, they had
trouble in this country because they
United States or by any State on
and flint, loaded tents, potatoes,
don't get credit for their work. The law
so told me; granite and brimstone,
account of sex." The idea was first
mummy
bags
and
maps
in
the
back
of
whale deaths, white pine, liberty, duty
Continued on Page 5
publicly presented by Susan B. Anthony
my pick-up truck for the seven hour
and craftmanship. But, where were the
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Torrey Discusses the E.R.A.
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come from

The ERA will also change laws that
will benefit the working woman.
Professor Torrey said. When the Equal
Pay Act of 1963 was passed, women
earned 6S¢ to a man's dollar. Today
women earn S9¢ to a man's dollar.
"ERA is not an equal pay act," she said.
However, "It will make it possible for
(people) to go to court to get equal pay.
not for equal work, but for equal
value." The laws to be changed in court
would have to consider the different

benefits as combat soldiers and veterans.
Another major issue is rape. In
modem dictionaries, rape is defined as
"the crime of forcing a female to submit
to sexual intercourse." The law requees
a witness in order for a woman to get
her rapist convicted. The problem, she
said. is two-fold discrimination. First,
men can and have been raped, so the
definition in legal terms mqst be
changed to conform with reality. It is
also unfair, she said, because men don't
have to provide a witness if they are
mugged. Men are protected by law if
beaten by friends, but women have
trouble sending their husbands to jail
when they are victims of abuse.
As can be seen, the ERA extends to
many fields, but does not apply to
private affairs. Many people seem to
think that if the ERA is passed it will be
a law for men to wash dishes and
women to get jobs. The ERA is not
going to necessarily change the
traditional roles of people in America,
but it will "change the atmosphere,"
Torrey said. People will be aware of
discrimination. whether they are hiring
or being hired. contemplating marriage
or negotiating divorce. A lot of people
will encounter discrepancies that they
can legally challenge, but there may be
less to challenge because, says Torrey,
the ERA will "establish American policy
that women are equal. People will give
up discrimination in the first place. I
don't think there would be more cases
brought (to court), but (those that are)
will be more successful." The change of

value of work between, say a janitor

and a teacher, especially if that teacher
is a woman.
In terms of getting jobs. many fields
are opening up to women. Torrey said
that the media, however, besides not
giving adequate coverage to women's
affairs, does not employ enough women.

She said that only five percent of policy
makers in media are women. A

challenge to this is that maybe many
women haven't pursued these jobs
anyway. Professor Torrey responded to
this and said that possibly women
haven't seen it as worthwhile because
they see they probably won't get
promoted. They are deterred by other
women's past failures in establishing
themselves in the media field.
One of the biggest issues, she
explained, has to do with women and
the military. If the ERA is passed, the
armed forces will not block access to
women, and they will be drafted along
with men. A major fear in America is
that women will automatically be placed
in combat training and prepared for the
front line. This probably won't happen,
she said. This may provoke a demand
for equal rights among men who will
not see this arrangement as fair. But
men, because they engage in actual

certain laws will act as a deterrent and
many people in companies, for example,
will want to avoid lawsuits and will
therefore comply by re-writing their
policies of hiring and paying.

The deadline to pass the Equal Rights
Amendment is June 30. 1982. Only three
more states' ratification is needed, but it
is not that simple. Several states have
rescinded previous votes. Their
legislatures passed the amendment and
then in subsequent votes reversed their
stand. ERA supporters assume that this
is not legal, as there is no provision for
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ghastly for their price. Nuclear power is
becoming increasingly phased out since n'
the cost of generating this energy is
,Ill
rising at a higher rate than is
0
economically profitable. There are
~
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does not recognize their housework as
having value, i.e.: they aren't paid to
clean, cook or babysit. Although many
people will argue that these activities are
part of the deal of having a home and a
husband who provides money, the
problem comes when the husband and
wife divorces. In many states the
husband is automatically entitled to the
property, even if the house is in the
wife's name. For example: in Georgia,
the husband legally owns the house and
his wife's jewelrv.
Professor Torrey explained that the
ERA would also demand review of
Social Security policies. Because
homemakers don't get paid, they don't
receive personal Social Security benefits,
except when the husband dies. Women
who have children and have been
supported by husbands but are no
longer, because of divorce or his death,
can get welfare or child support
allowance. Professor Torrey said the
ERA might make it necessary to put a
value on the woman's housework and
give her credit for it. The real question,
she said, is where the funds for her
personal Social Security benefits would

I"l

-Letter-

Connecticut College campus is
participating. Members of EQUAL ask
people, both JM1e and female, who are
already supporters of the ERA if they
are interested in writing letters to
legislators in unratified states when an
important vote pertaining to the ERA
comes up. For a fee of $2, that person's
name is put on a computerized mailing
list and, five or six times a year. is sent
information on who and what to write.
The NOW also sponsors a "phone
bank" in which participants call people
who have either signed petitions or in
other ways shown active interest. They
are asked permission to have mailgrarns
billed to their phone numbers. The
mailgrams, like the Message Brigade
letters are directed at state legislators.
Professor Torrey was asked if this
process was fair; if a legislator

continuously

more restrictive

regulations

placed upon the industry as well. From
1978 to the present. no new nuclear
plants have been ordered and since 1974
thirty-two orders have been cancelled.
Political opposition is rising against the
industry and yet contradictorily. the
government is supporting nuclear anns.
Even as I sit here writing this, out my
window I can see across the Thames
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River to Groton. Ct., where Electric
Boat is building submarines such as the
Trident,

a first in nuclear missile

carrying submarines. We have enough
nuclear weapons now to blow up Russia

forty times over and they have the
potential to blow us up twenty times
over. Why are we involved in a race to
oblivion?
The beauty and the intricacy of life

represents his or her state's views, which

cannot be wasted. We as a human

may reflect non support of the ERA,
then the legislator should vote
accordingly. These legislators, she said,
would probably respond to their state's

race

stand at a threshold. In our hands we
hold the weapon which can destroy all.
The same knowledge used to create this
weapon can be eliminated by directing
our efforts towards preserving and
giving stewardship to this abundant

opinion. There are some legislators,

however, who have turned down the
ERA although opinion in their state
shows support. The Message Brigade,
she said, is directed at those legislators

earth. As environmentalists,
we can
educate one another. "If we love our
children, we must love our earth with
tender care and pass it on, diverse and

who have national aspirations, in other

words those who hope to gain higher
offices and whose votes in support of
the ERA would give them national

beautiful. so that on a warm spring day
10,000 years hence, they can feel peace
in a sea-of grass, can watch a bee visit a
flower, can hear a sandpiper call in the
sky, and can find joy in being alive ,"

recognition.

Vicki Kurtz, the president of EQUAL,
said the group is going to invite Judy
Pickering. a recent graduate of
Connecticut and a member of the local
chapter of NOW, to speak on campus

Hugh ntis.
I am grateful to Helen Caldicott for
her dedicated pursuit and creative
energy to "life" which has sustained her
and moved her to mstill in others the
determination to end nuclear arms.

next semester. The month after
Christmas break, Kurtz said, will be a

time for EQUAL members to find

-_eNaeg,,-

interested students to participate in the

Message Brigade. EQUAL would
especially like to contact students who
are from unratified srares, because their
letters may be most effective. Another
project scheduled is to set up a table in
Crozier Williams where people can sign
a petition directed at President Reagan.

The College Voice is planning an
article about assaults on cempus,
Anyone with first-hand knowledge
of malicious strangers on campus
or assaults on students, please contact Box 39 or call 444-9966.

Thank you.

it in the Constitution. They are hoping
to challenge it in Supreme Court.
In the meantime, the National
Organization of Women (NOW), which
Professor Torrey described as "the
largest women's civil rights
organization" sponsors the ERA Message
Bnaade. and the EQUAL group on the
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an X-ray technician but atter a while
found no interest in the field as a
profession. After completion of her
B.A., Ms. Gray would like to go on to
graduate school, perhaps under the
sponsorship of a private corporation
that would employ her afterward.
"Connecticut is fun," says Mrs. Gray,
"enlightening, and it really beats work. I
also like the atmosphere here and am
impressed with the teachers. They are all
brilliant. "
Eugene Gallagher is a professor of
Religious Studies who has been at
Connecticut for the past four years. Mr.
Gallagher serves on an advisory board
for the RTC program, designed to help
the students in any way possible. He

It is important to POInt out that no
residential students are denied
opportunities because of RTC students.
Residential students have first priority
on all courses. RTC students do not use
&" the food or health services of the college
and have special hours for usage of the
U swtmrrung pool and skating rink.
'"
Colleen Gray is a 29-year-old mother
~ and RTC student majoring in Chinese
and French. She originally wanted to
major in accounting and attended a
junior college in California but soon
decided that numbers were not for her.
After this, she attended Quinnipiac
College in Hamden, Connecticut and
completed a two year program in long
term health administration. She became
",'
.~
~
'"

:g

Continued from Page 3

observes'that RTC students at
Connecticut are as bright, and able as
the regular student body, but there is a
difference.
"Most of them have a great diversity
of experience which shows up in the
classroom. Because they have homes
and families the position of studies in
their lives differ from most
undergraduates,"
says Gallagher.
janis Couper, a 30-year-old mother of
two children, is a 1981 graduate of the
Connecticut College RTC program. She
is currently enrolled in the Yale Divinity
School and would like to become a
minister. Her husband is in the Coast
Guard which has kept the family
moving every three years since their

marriage. As a result she has attended
the Universities of Tampa, and
Maryland along with Prince Georges
College in Virginia. After these schools
she attended Connecticut where she
double-majored
in psychology and
religious studies. It was she feels
literally blessing in disg~ise for h~r.
"Connecticut was the best undergraduate school that I attended. It was
the first place that I ran into professors
who wanted me to succeed, not weed
me out of the course, because classes
were so overwhelmingly big at other
schools," says Couper. "It was not just
the professors who were supportive but
the undergraduates
also and that really
made the difference."

Flunking

and everyone seemed to wish they were back in fifth grade,
when all you had to do was tell your mother you didn't feel'
well and she'd give you hot chocolate in bed and you could
stay away from school for a month.
Someone started singing "Happy Birthday" on the
Hamilton side. Cries of "Shut up. We're trying to study"
filled the hall and the song died down.
"It's the beginning of the end," I said to Tad.
"It's the end of the end," he said.
'Hi, guys. What's up?" asked Francis, a newcomer to our
table. "Isn't the snow great?"
Francis was a cheery type; he would have whistled during
the Inquisition.
"Tad, how did your Paleontology paper come out? Eh?"
he asked.
'What?" Tad said. Paleontology seemed to be an
unfamiliar word.
"You know. Paleontology-the
study of dinosaurs-it's
the name of the course."

"Oh, yeah. That paleontology.
It's going okay, basically. I
haven't really finished it yet."
"Really?" said Francis. "But don't you remember?
Professor Shermy said if it wasn't in today, you may as well
swallow it."
A pause in the conversation.
'1. . don't ... remember him saying that:' said Tad. "I
guess I must have been absent that week."
"Don't worry about it," said Francis. "You already have
the books, so you can take it again next semester." Then he
left, taking Tad's GPA with him.
"Well, that's only one course," I said, trying to console
him.
"Not really:' said Tad. 'That was my gut."
'Well:' I said, trying again. "In one week, it will all be
over."
"It certainly will:' said Tad. "It certainly will."
HAPPY FINALS EVERYBODY!!!

/"

.'

-A.A.

In the Spirit of Fun
Continued from Page 3

wall or in a room. For those who need to be reminded, when
a student matriculates at Connecticut College, he or she signs
an honor pledge. This honor pledge is based on mutual trust
and respect in both the academic and social environments at
the College. The honor code of this college is something that
we should protect with every mean we have, for it's one of
the things that makes this college the great place that it is.
Just as I expect not to be harassed for the questions on a self

sc~e?uled exam, 1 expect not to be harassed while walking or
driving through campus.
~ad anyone been seriously hurt as a result of tempers
f1ann.g at these unfortunate events, as I've seen too often to
mention here, I c.an only g.uess what the consequences would
be. As for those Involved In these "spirit of fun" attacks if I
knew who you were, I'd have only one thing to say: "you've
got twenty-four hours.
"
-joe

Sternlieb,

Asia Night, an evening of oriental food
and festivities, was held in Cro Main
lounge on November 19. Calligraphy,
slide shows, authentic food and japanese
Rock and Roll were enjoyed by many.

'82

Memories of Secret Santa
"l know this guy who gave his
Santa Baby a 'sleigh ride.' He got
his friend to dress up as a
reindeer with a red nose and
branches for antlers. The reindeer
was hooked up to a skateboard
with "reins" and he cruised her all
around campus!"

"l sent my Santa Baby on a

treasure hunt. [ hid clues in
various places around the dorm. l
also made him go around to
twelve different people and tell
each one what he got on the
'Twelve Days of Christmas,' My
Secret Santa made me do some
pretty crazy things, too. l had to
dress up in a leotard and tights
with one sock and mismatched
shoes and then go check in with
five people who lived all over
campus just to prove that l
actually wore it!"
. "My friend's Secret Santa sent
hIm a rhyming message with
words like 'snow' and 'gldui'.
Then one night while he was
studying in the library, an elf
came in with t;l tray for him, On
the tray was a snowball and
inside the snowball was a shot of
Southern Comfort. After
chugging the Southern Comfort
he definitely had a glow."
'

"We gave one guy a 'dirty
bubble bath.' A bunch of us girls
dressed up as Playboy bunnies
and took him down to the
bathroom where we had hung up
all these Playboy centerfolds,"

"This guy I know is kind of a
ladies'man ... so a bunch of
girls dressed up in bikinis, fanned
him, and fed him grapes, He
loved it,"

"My Santa put chocolate kisses
under the blanket of my bed then
wrapped it up with a huge ribbon
and a little note which said:
'Sweet Dreams!"

"One night while I was
studying, an elf dressed in a
waiter's unifonn knocked on my
door with a small bottle of
L~ncer's and an empty glass on a
siltier tray .. , so much for
studying!"
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Father Berrigan

For," he added, "there isn't anything
Continued from Paae 1
risk-free."
are. We're responsible for uttering our
In general, all that followed grew and
yes to the great no of worldly power.
was shaped by this first, basic problem.
And the outcome will be decided largely
When asked to explain his action in the
because the religious community has
missile plant as "defacement of public
come alive,"
property," Berrigan likened the
In the informal gathering that took
destructive, nuclear "engines of
place in the Chapel library following the genocide" to the inhumane gas ovens at
service, Father Berrigan sat and
Auschwitz of WWli. 'We executed
responded to several questions for close
Germans who were collusive in that
to an hour. Students, professors, Coast
kind of activity," he pointed out. He
Guard cadets, and citizens from the
then defined property as "that which is
surrounding area filled the large room
proper to human beings (and) enhances
with their presence, their concerns, and
human life," Berrigan feels that nuclear
their questions, Chaplain David Robb
missiles clearly do not fit that category.
set up the meeting as a question-andWhen someone-declared that he sees a
answer period, and thought-provoking
problem inherent in "justifying civil
problems were discussed openly and
disobedience as a symbolic gesture,"
directly,
Berrigan's retort was swift: '1 don't
Discussion as a whole centered around
smash nose cones for a living," But with
the political and spiritual climate of this
seriousness, he continued by naming the
country. Both support and disapproval
many activities in which he is involved
of Berrigan's action at G,E. and the
(teaching, preaching, and writing
larger motives and implications were
creatively), and then confronted the
voiced, Silting amongst the large group
question of civil disobedience in
in an armchair, Father Berrigan calmly
reference to America's own 'history.
and patiently answered these and other
Education, he said, "includes civil
questions.
disobedience. Any serious movement on
Of his apparent opposition to national
behalf of humanity includes (it) . , . .
defense, Father Berrigan uncovered a
Any true education includes elements of
still larger question, which for him had
shock and denial." Why should anyone
to be answered before he acted in the
take up that dimension of education?
weaponry plant as he did. That question
someone asked. 'Why?" he returned.
concerns an evaluation of risks and a
"To be true to your soul."
willingness to determine which is "the
The conversation finally turned tolesser risk: continuing to arm, or
ward tenable solutions. What about
these who earn their livelihood by
..commencing
... a freeze or disarmament.
,

A
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working for the arms industry, a student'
wanted to know. Berrigan's answers
were twofold and controversial. "First,"
he said, '1 can call for sacrifice,"
especially in a nation as rich and selfsustaining as ours. He cited churches
and affluent citizens or groups as those
who might make such a sacrifice for
their fellow-citizens. His second point
reinforced this first one: "You can't have
all these jobs," he said, "and still have
the children. You're choosing all the
time."
What can individuals do in the meantime? The experienced priest warned of
the complacency in restricting our
actions to prayer and Congressional
letter-writing, "although," he added, "it's
important to keep that coming through."
We can also get caught up and paralyzed by the intellectual problem of
determining where we will do the greatest good. Belter, he said, to "make
distinctions" by educating ourselves and
each other, and by "finding out where
we are being led" politically. "Nobody
can do very much," he said, "but everybody can do something."
In his final words Father Berrigan
appealed to the intelligent altitude over
and above what is defensive and selfprotective in us. "lf we possess intellects,
why do we allow ourselves to be appealed to on the basis of instinct" or fear
and mistrust, instead of patience and
faith? Whether the disagreements that
arose in the discussion ended in
stalemates
or in a more
enlightened
and
inquiring attitude,
the time
and energy
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by Ned Bishop

Trinity College, led by freshman
sensation Karen Rodgers, defeated the
....
Coast Guard Academy and Connecticut
~
College on the way to an easy victory in ....
the First Annual Women's Basketball
Connecticut College-Coast Guard
Academy Invitational Tournament.
Trinity opened first round action
Thursday night by defeating the Coast
Guard women by a seore of 72-59. The
Lady Camels then defeated Wesleyan
University, 65-48, to advance to the
finals against Trinity, In the
championship game held Saturday night,
the Bantams quickly disposed of the
Camels and won going away, 67-51.
The Coast Guard Bears defeated the
Wesleyan Cardinals in the consolation
game by a seore of 62-41, Named to the
all-tourney team along with tourney
MVP Rodgers were Karen Orczyk
(Trinity), Becky Carver and Kris
Frasearelli (Conn Collete). Lurrilla Lee
(CGA), and Sara Chapin (Wesleyan).
The tournament was one of ups and
downs for our Lady Camels, with the
opening round victory over Wesleyan
being the highlight. In that game, what
started out as the Becky Carver show
expended in confronting the issues
turned into an all-out team performance
together-rebel
and defense advocate,
to secure the victory, Carver's twelve
New London PrInters can
political activist and curious studentfirst-half points enabled the Camels to
help you design effective
does seem to mark the beginning of a
move out to a 27-23 hall-time lead, but
resumes and personal stagreater political awareness. And perhaps
Wesleyan puIled even early in the
tionery for cover letters. As
we all absorbed a little bit of the
second half. Here the Camels stopped
spiritual growth radiated gently by this
you know, a well conceived
relying on a single offensive force and
man.
He
has
faced
the
public's
compliresume can make your cre'the scoring allack was quite balanced
cated reactions to an act which he
dentials stand out from the
the rest of the way, The key to the
considered consciously and .thoroughly
rest of the applicants'.
Camels' win, however, rested with the
with respect to motives and conseImprove your chances of
defense, A tough, hustling zone press
quences, and only carried out so as to
getting the Job you realiy
kept Wesleyan off balance all night, The
be "true to his soul."
want. Call us at 443-4533.
Cardinals
were unable to get the ball
We can give you the profesinside and the outside shooters were
sionai edge. Good luck with
cold throughout the game. The defense
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
your exams.
paid off down the stretch as the
Connecticut CoDege
Cardinals managed only four points in
NEW
the last nine minutes of play, The
from
LONDON
Camels were led in scoring by Becky
PRINTERS
Carver and Kris Frasearelli with 14
The Gondolier Restaurant
points apiece, Also in double figures wes
Mary jean Kanabis with 12 points,
In the championship game, the
Camels ran into some untimely injuries
and a tough Trinity team, Senior cocaptain Rita Macinnis, already playing
with a dislocated thumb, injured both a
knee and an ankle in the early going and
eventually had to sit out the entire
second hall, Sophomore Maryjean
Kanabis also was slowed by a sprained
Roberts presents to you the new Polk Audio RTA 128.
ankle incurred during the Wesleyan
game. These injuries, however, could
It is a reference monitor designed for the appreciative
not overshadow the fact that the Carnes
listener seeking the finest in sound. While most speakers
were outplayed by a superior Trinity
which offer comparable
sound are extremely expensive,
squad. Trinity pulled out to a 40-22
half-time
lead, and the Camels were
the 128 offers superb sound and exceptional
value at
never able to get back into the game,
an affordable
price. The RTA 128, while costing less
Top seorers for the Camels were
freshman Fran Trafton, 20 points, and
than $500 each, can be directly compared to the $1500
Becky Carver, 10 points,
each and up, super speakers. When you do you'll hear
Despite the loss to Trinity, the Camels
should
be congratulated on their fine
more similarities than differences.
victory over Wesleyan and accolades are
We'd like to Polk you in the ear .. , it'll put a smile
due to sophomore Becky Carver and
junior co-captain Kris Frascarelli on
on your face.
being named to the all-tourney team,

Let us Polk you in the ear.

The RTA 128 is a full floorstanding
system which is supplied in mirror
imaged pairs. It incorporates Polk trio
laminate.polymer
dirvers, a dual isophase crossover network. and a 12"
fluid coupled subwoofer.
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Larrabee Is Super!
Safety Sinks Smith's
Hopes 30 - 28
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Aquacamels Back
in Action
The Aquacamels are back, and
stronger than ever! The Conn College
swimmin" women are back into action
for the 1981/82 season. The team
remains unbeaten with an amazing 2-0
record. The Aquacamels opened the
season with an exciting victory (71-60)
over Clark University, a team which
had never been beaten by Conn previous to their recent November 21st
meet. The Aquacamels most recent
victory was over Fairfield University
(70-53) on December Srd at Fairfield.
These two meets have proved that "the
camels have some hne talent and depth
this year: this season should be a great
one.

Senior veterans Anne Sayre, lsa
Rubin, and Ellen Hennick return to the
squad this year with hopes of another
winning season. Conn has had winning
records for the past two years. The
Junior veterans on this year's team
include Susan Coakley, co-captain [enni
Davis, Liz Sargent, and co-eaptain Linn
Speers. Veteran Nancy Maxwell will
return next semester to help finish the
season. Juniors Gayle Brady, lane
Boslet. and Marge Bresnick are new to
Conn swimming this year.
Sandra Marwill is the lone returning
sophomore this year; however, she is
joined by talented newcomer [ulie
Perlman. The Aquacamels are fortunate
to be joined by five new freshmen this
year: Karen Cloney, Anne-Marie
Parsons, Michelle Poire, Mary Beth
Christie, and Lee Statchen.

With a full seventeen-member squad,
manager Annette Naegel. and returning
coach Clifford Larrabee, the Aquacamels
have every reason to look forward to a
super season, especially if the past two
meets might be indicative of the Aquacamels' upcoming success. The
swimmers smashed five school records
at that season opener against Clark:
Anne-Marie Parsons in the 100-yd., and
200-yd., butterfly events; lenni Davis in
the 200-yd., freestyle; Susan Coakley in
the 1,000-yd., freestyle; and a 400-yd.,
freestyle relay team of Karen Cloney,
[enni Davis, Anne-Marie Parsons and
Anne Sayre. The Aquacamels set the
pace in the F..rstevent of the meet when
Anne Sayre out-touched "Betty Grazvis
o~Clark by .1. second m. the 200-yd.,

medley relay. The meet stayed close
throughout and-the decision came down
to the final 400-yd., freestyle relay,
when the record breaking team came
through to give Conn a 71-60 victory.
On December 3rd the Aquacamels
travelled to Fairfield. Although the
women were not accustomed to the
longer meter pool, Conn still managed
to pull away a 70-53 victor.
The Aquacamels have two home
meets left this semester. The meet
against Regis College will be on
Thursday, December 8 at 7:30 p.m.
Amherst College on Friday, December
11th at 7:00 p.m. should be one of the
most challenging and exciting meets of
the season. Amherst has always been
tough competition in the past. Come
and cheer the Aquacamels on to
VICTORY!!!

No matter how much one tries to intellectualize a situation, the first reaction
will always be with the heart. Though
Connecticut was saddened by a tough
70-65 loss to Middlebury in the finals of
the Whaling City Ford Invitational
Tournament, in the long run, the effect
may be beneficial. Entering the game,
4-{1Conn had played fairly good
basketball against weak opponents.
Middlebury however, was a tough, wellcoached team, and Conn rose to the
occasion. The Camels proved they can
play sharp, team basketball. In proving
that they could play basket-for-basket
with a good team, Conn will make this
the year New England sits up and takes
notice of the school.
I he noop season got olf to an early
start, as the Camels opened in a preThanksgiving tournament at Barrington
College in Rhode Island. Matching his

Lions p\aybookt)

Something,

anything

was going to give. You could bet the
wife and kids on that.
It did. Unexpectedly. Larrabee won
the coin toss for the sudden death
overtime session, and began a guileful
yet authoritative drive downfield behind
the golden arm of quarterback Atilio
Regolo and the pass-catching wizardry
of Andrei Lloyd. Lloyd provided the
impetus for the march when he routinely
made a spectacular one-handed grab of
a Regolo toss at the Smith 37-yard line.
Three plays later, with Larrabee facing a
third and two, the Regolo-Lloyd
connection worked magic again to
garner a first down at the 23. But there
the drive sputtered, and on fourth down
Larrabee called on Paul Kiesel for a
38-yard field goal attempt. The scenario

significant contributors to the victory
were Fleming (17 pointsl7 rebounds)
and Harris (4 assists/5 rebounds/6
points). Conn out-rebounded the
"Corsairs" 39-24, but were plagued by
31 turnovers.
In the tourney finals, the Camels
played a well-balanced game against
Barrington. The Warriors gave Conn
superb opening game last year, Dortman
two tough battles last year, but
led the Camels to a 68-57 victory over
appeared outmanned this season. The
Southeastern Massachusetts University.
~wo big men, Dorfman and Barrington's
The Farmington. Connecticut native hit
Ernie Madden fought each other to a
for 21 points and pulled down 10
standstill, but Conn's superior
rebounds. Near the end, the Camels
manpower was too much for the hosts.
looked tough, but at the beginning, they
Fleming had another strong game,
looked like they could not beat anyone.
scoring 16 points and garnering 7
They turned the ball over four times in
'boards.' His backcourt mate Doug Kirk
the first five minutes, missing their first
hit for 12 points. Also contributing to
eight shots. But once freshman guard
the 78-57 victory were freshmen Jeff
Zach Harris got the offense moving, the
Wiener and [ohn Bartolomei. Wiener,
Camels went up 5-4 on a basket by
out of Waterbury, Connecticut, and the
Dorfman and never looked back. The
same high school that produced Jim
half was close, but S.M.U. never tied or
Abromitis and Tony Hanson, showed he
took the lead. Up 21-17 at half, the
could be a powerful force in Division
Camels outseored their opponents 47-40
III. Not afraid to mix it up in a physical
in the second half and cruised to their
game, he can also score from the
outside, and clicked for 8 points. "Bart"
victory. SMU never got closer than 9,
Bartolomei, from Shepards Hill
while Conn opened a lead as large as 19.
Regional, via Worcester, Ma., shot a
SMU made 'a late run- at the Camels, but
nifty 7/10 from the floor and finished
it was too little too late.
with 15 points. A 'tall' 6'2" Bartolomei
Dorfman led all scorers, and other

The Start of
Something Good
by Seth Stone

by Peter Strand
In the end, in that final mad scramble
for the elusive pigskin, the Larrabee flag
football team discovered a secret
ingredient to winning games.
Scientifically speaking, luck had found
Larrabee at just the right moment.
This was the conclusion to a
75-minute battle that resembled four
quarters of quarterback sneaks from the
one-foot line, a tug of war which had
both teams teetering on the edge of the
final fall. In a real sense, it was a fitting
finale to an epic war between the two
giants of the intramural gridiron, Smith
and Larrabee. For four full quarters and
a twelve minute overtime session, these
two titans had fought each other tooth
and nail, exchanging touchdowns like
they were trading insults. Now, when
the dust had finally settled, when the
affronts had ceased flowing on both
sides, the scoreboard read like it had at
the beginning, deadlocked, at 28-28.
After all the big game-breaking plays
which had characterized this majestic
struggle, one could almost sense that the
intangible that must eventually arise to
highlight the slight inequities between
the evenly-matched warriors, would
somehow take the shape of a "freak"
play. You know, a dastardly
runningback tucking the football under
his shirt in the impending darkness and
scampering unnoticed for the decisive
score. Or a wily wide receiver coming
off the bench and lining up as an eighth
man (a play taken from the Detroit

for Kiesel's dramatic game-winning
boot, however, was spoiled before the
kick even got airborne. The Smith
defensive line literally rose to the
occasion and blocked the low attempt,
recovering the football on their 6-yard
line.
The enthused fans who had crowded
in back of the end zone in the hope of
watching Kiesel's heroic field goal split
the uprights, returned to the sidelines
convinced now that nothing was ever
going to resolve the draw. They needed
to have waited for one more play. The
"freak" play everyone had been
anticipating became a reality, on the
very next snap from center. Or what
was supposed to be the next snap from
center. The hike from the Smith center
to quarterback Gerry Schanz standing in
the shotgun position seven yards back
was an errant one. The football sailed
cleanly over Schanz's head and landed
disastrously in the endzone for an
automatic safety and two points. A rare
safety had ultimately made the
difference. Larrabee was super bowl
champs, 30-28.
The match was an especially
impressive showcase for Regolos
phenomenal passing abilities. Larrabee's
dependence on the forward pass
represents a revolutionary departure
from traditional offensive thinking. For
years, many coaches have reasoned that
when you throw a pass three things can
happen, and two of them are bad. But
last Sunday with Regolo standing tall in
the pocket behind an offensive line that

Patton's tanks would have had trouble
with, and sighting down the barrel at a
bevy of talented receivers like the surehanded Lloyd, the electricity flowed and
for the most part the reviews were
tremendously positive. The RegoloLloyd tandem proved a profitable one
for Larrabee all afternoon. Regolo's first
major hookup with Lloyd netted twenty
yards and gave Larrabee a first and ten
on the Smith 22. From there the underdogs made short work of it. On the very
next play; Regolo reached into his bag
of tricks and pulled out a real prize, a
shovel pass to Bob Hitchcock who took
it untouched to give Larrabee a 7-{1
advantage.
Defense reigned supreme for the reContinued on Page 9

came away with 8 well-earned rebounds.
Harris and Dorfman were named to the
"all-tourney" team with Fleming earning
a deserved tourney MVP.
The Camels could hit no outside
shots, and all their early points came on
inside baskets by Dorfman. With
everyone having a cold hand, Wolff
quickly inserted Bartolomei into the
lineup. "Bart" began to hit 10-12 foot
jumpers, and found a favorite spot deep
in the two corners. He finished with 15
points in the first half, almost solely
responsible for a 37-25 halftime lead.
Harris did a good job running the
Fastbreak while fellow guards John Fields
(freshman) and Rich Wolff (sophomore)
were quick, ballhawking nuisances to
Gordon on defense.
Gordon was no match for the Camels
in the second half. After cutting the lead
to 43-47, Conn ran off a 12~ surge, lead
by four straight points by Fleming, the
Camels led 55-43 with 13:49 left. The
biggest lead of 64-49 occurred at 6:43,
and again the Camels had an early
letdown, almost letting the "Scots" back
into the contest. Conn was definitely
superior to Gordon, so the score of
77-70 may he misleading, though the
Continued on Page 9
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sheeting forward Paul Righi gave
10
Middlebury its first lead, 8-<>,with 17:01 ("')
left. Corm came right back, hitting for
~
five straight points, topped by a strong ~
inside move by Doug Kirk leading to a 10
on tumbles. Larrabee regained
3-point play and with 15:56 left, Corm
~
possession midway through the third
took an 11-8 lead. Both teams traded
n'
quarter and marched with precision to
hoops, but the Panthers slowly slipped
,10
the go-ahead touchdown. Regolo hit
ahead. They took a 19-15 lead, only to 0
Continued from Page 8
George Johnson with a leather bullet for
see the Camels tie it up. Middlebury,
~
a first down at midfield, to set the stage
Camels did not help themselves by
behind the shooting of Righi, Fain
for Regolo's scintillating TD jaunt.
shooting a pitiful 29/48 from the charity
Hackney, and Mike Waggett, eased to
<r
Smith wasted precious little time in
line. Again, their superior height gave
leads of 25-20. 27-22, and 31-24, the last ~
getting even. Schanz returned the
them a 43-28 rebounding advantage: led
with 5:40 left in the half. Righi hit a
.....
kickoff to the Larrabee 24, and on the
by Dorfman. 11, senior co-captain
jumper, putting the Panthers up 33-24,
t"'
next play the gifted quarterback
Chris Bergan. 10, and 9 by Fleming.
their biggest lead. With 1 :22 left, they
.....
out raced several Larrabee defenders to
Looking to eat dinner after the game,
held a 39-32 lead, but Corm made the
(g
the flag knotting the score at 21 apiece.
last seconds memorable. Holding their
.....
the team happily headed for a Burger
Early in the fourth quarter Larrabee
King, only to find that it was closed.
guests scoreless, the harassing defense
went ahead 28-21 with a ball control
caused two turnovers. Behind two free
Appropriately,
coach Dermis Wolff
6O-yard drive, with Regolo continuing to finally led his troops to "Denny's." After
throws by Fleming and baskets by
give the Smith defense migraines. Passes
their midnight dinner, the team finally
Wiener and Dorfman, the gap was
to Shaw Smith and Lloyd moved the
closed to 39-38. Zach Harris, deflecting
pulled into home at 2:45 a.m. It was
ball from the Larrabee 23 to the Smith
a pass, caused another turnover. The
never like this in high school.
six-yard line. From there, Regolo hit
ball ended up in the hands of Doug
Conn had played well enough to win
Johnson coming off the offensive line
against teams they were well able to
Kirk. With a determined look on his
after blocking for a fraction of a second
face, he began a move from the right
beat. The Camels entered their first
in the endzone for seven points.
point, drove under the hoop, and was
home games, the Whaling City Ford
Smith took control on their own 32
hit as he went up. With two seconds
Invitational tourney, with a 3-<l record,
and moved to the Smith 29 with two
left, he calmly sank two freethrows, and
but had yet to be tested. As anxious as
minutes left in regulation time. Three
the surging Camels took a 40-39 lead
the Camels were to be tested, so were
plays later Schanz sprinted to a first
the home fans anxious to see their
into the locker room.
down on the Larrabee 8, with 1:19
The second hall was much like the
lauded team. Neither emerged
remaining. Two plays netted zero yards
first
half, with both teams trading
disappointed, although one came away
but a roughing the passer penalty moved
baskets
in the middle 15 minutes. In the
lower in score only.
the ball to the four. A minute remained
first couple of minutes, the Camels took
The opening game was like all the
as Schanz was "flagged" at the three.
their biggest lead, 44-39, as Dorfman hit
other games played by the Camels.
Then on fourth down, in a last gasp
the key basket. Middlebury chipped
Playing a very sloppy first half, they
effort Schanz accelerated to his left. But
away, coming to within 49-48 with
were still successful because their
just when he was about to turn the
10:32 left. They took a 50-49 lead on a
opposition was of poor caliber. It was
corner and head upfield, he hit the
basket by Waggett, only to have Corm
an 0-3 Western Cormecticut team that
brakes and floated a marvelous spiral to
regain a 55-53 lead. After a 55-55 tie,
faced the Camels, as Conn wanted to
Jim Robinson who accepted the toss
Conn took its last lead, 57-55, on a pair
make sure it reached its own finals.
with open arms in the back of the end
of free throws by Fleming.
Their 24-18 halftime lead was far from
zone; 28-28.
Paul Righi, playing an inspired game
an artistic success. Conn shot poorly,
Robinson's grab gave Smith a
gave Middlebury the lead for good with
and surprisingly could not run against a
momentary reprieve. But as the old
5:08 left. After some nice perimeter
team that featured a 29-year-old center,
Yiddish saying goes: "Better an ounce of
passing, he cut through the 1-3-1
and frontline must have been older
luck than a pound of gold." Larrabee
defense, taking a crisp pass and laying it
than the Camels combined. A 14-3 spurt
fulfilled that proverb as they developed
in for a 59-57 lead. Wiener cut the lead
down the stretch in the second half
quite a knack for following the bouncing
to 62-61 with 3:39 left, but two quick
moved the Camels to a 64-46 lead, and
ball.
baskets, including one by Righi, put the
with this comfortable cushion, Wolff
lead at 66-61, and there was no more
was able to virtually clear his bench.
coming back. The Camels fought right
This time the Camels did not cruise, but
till the end, diving after loose balls,
played intensely until the end, earning a
using their hands, and constantly
72-49 decision.
running right up till the end. Technical1y
lf Corm was looking for a real test,
they lost, but they played like winners.
they found it in Middlebury. As dull as
Emotionally,
they hung their heads, but
the first half of the WesConn game may
as a team, they should walk proudly.
have been, the Camel-Panther
tilt was
They proved they can take on the best
exciting from the opening tip. Dorfman
of opponents and give their best-and
hit the first hoop, and from then on
that's pretty damn good.
both teams traded baskets. Sweet-

Larry Dorm Wins!
Continued

from Page 8

mainder of the half. The Larrabee
defensive unit did a yeoman job of
keeping the Smith offense under control,
Quarterback Gerry Schanz, who was instrumental in guiding Smith to its
perfect campaign was held well in check
on Smith's patented student-body left
and right sweep. Shortly before the
intermission, Shaw Smith gave Larrabee
an excellent opportunity to add to their
cushion when he intercepted a pass at
the Smith 26 and returned it fourteen
yards to the 12. But Hitchcock's 22-yard
touchdown scamper loomed even larger
when Sonar stepped in front of a Regolo
aerial in the end zone on the next play
sealin2 a 7-0 halftime lead for Larrabee.
The lightning began to strike on
Smith's second offensive play of the
third quarter. Schanz ran the
quarterback option, and turned upfield
for a sizable gain. But before he was
about to go down, Schanz latera lied the
ball to halfback Dan Wroebel who had
followed the play, and Wroebel carried
the mail the remaining 45 yards to
equalize the count 7-7.
But before you could say "seven all,"
Larrabee regained their one touchdown
edge. Again Regolo riddled the Smith
secondary, this time with a "Hail Mary"
pass on third and 35 from the 6. Terry
Brown outraced the Smith defensive
coverage, ran under Regolo's projectile,
and after juggling the pigskin for several
tantalizing seconds, hauled in the ball
and put it into cruise control until he
reached the end zone. 14-7, Larrabee.
Smith needed just one play from
scrimmage to draw even. Schanz, now
running faster than Howard Cosell's
mouth, took off on a quarterback
keeper, broke several would-be
"tacklers" and raced 51 yards to paydirt.
Both teams drove on their next
possessions but were turned away empty
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LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?
A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for
students of the social sciences.
Junior year. . .. . .. .
One-veer Master's degrees

the WAYFARER
bike and hike
corner of broad and williams
new london ct
06320

to Conn College for fairly large orders

203
443-8250

postgraduate

Diplomas
Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History,
Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International
History,
International
Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Research, Philosoph ....
, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Application blanks from:
Admissions Directorate, LS.E., Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.
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ARTSANDLEISURE-"Six Characters" Finds Success

performers must work so hard at
.~ by Julia Stahlgren
listening to, and hearing, what is said on
o
stage. Always alert and reactive, each
I am sometimes frustrated by the
cast member created a crisp personality.
weekly publishing schedule of this
~ paper, and vacations, both of which can The actors were colorful, polished,
intrigued, yet posed, somewhat doll-like,
"0 drastically delay printing reviews of
U campus productions. On the other hand, and only superficially understanding of
the characters' drama. The characters
~ passage of time before responding to a
(Mother, Son, Boy, Girl) were dark,
l- performance is not such a terrible thing.
After all, a performance exists for only a somber, obsessed with their imprisoning
circumstances. These four roles are more
moment, so what endures, what is
silent,
restrained in verbal expression of
carried away with the viewer is
their search, fears and needs, but the
tremendously significant.
There are many aspects of the campus cast members still achieved a sense of
bursting-point desire to be relieved of
production of Pirandellos Six
their situation. The Mother (Adele
Characters in Search of an Author,
Sands) and the Boy (Colin Grimsey)
directed by Chris Greene, which I
seemed
especially possessed, and
continue to think about. Issues and
.
images are imprinted on my mind which genuinely disturbed.
The second act was particularly well
will endure regarclless of the weeks that
done. The act brilliantly toys with the
pass because they were fired into my
characters' past as the Director rehearses
mind with strength and skill.
the actors in parts of the characters'
Six Characters in Search of an Author
drama.
The Father and Stepdaughter
is not an easy "tragicomedy" to
describe. Set on the stage of a theatre in object to the way the actors play at
being them. The actors are insulted, but
the early 1920's, it begins with a cast of
actors, a director and his stage managers oblivious to the profound intensity of
the circumstances. Anne Marie Cakey as
in rehearsal. They are interrupted by
the Leading Lady, played the
fictional characters (Father, Mother,
Stepdaughter's role with wonderful,
Son, Boy, Girl) whose author created
haughty shallowness. She sat perfectly
them but failed to put them in a
complete work of art. Because they have upright, she looked "innocent", and I
cringed at her emptiness. Phil Hayden,
been given no specific future or end,
as the Leading Man, skillfully turned the
their existence is confined to continual
Father's character into a smooth,
reliving that which has already
debonair, studiedly serious gentleman,
happened.
and I marveled at his blindness.
The characters convince the director
The chasm between the very different
and actors to allow them to relive their
worlds of the actors and the characters
drama, with the understanding that
is bridged in the script by the Director,
eventually the actors will rehearse and
played by Stephen Pelton. Pelton
play the characters' roles. As the drama
managed an energetic, eager portrayal of
unfolds, as we watch the characters'
this director, interested in the six
relationships at work, and the
characters' drama primarily for its
interaction between the characters and
artistic, fictional, theatrical potential.
the actors, there evolves a peculiarly
vague meshing of past, present, reality
However. Pelton had a habit of
swallowing the ends of his lines which
and illusion.
undermined and weakened what he was
Pirendello's vision sees each single
saying. Ultimately it made his words
person as a multitude of experiences,
seem unimportant, tossed away.
roles, fears, and desires, rather than
Visually, physically, the play was
one, tidy, consistent entity. Because we
have the power to remember, question,
beautiful. The blocking was accented
with sculpted moments of stillness which
change, communicate, and dream, we
journey through life accumulating a
had a mural effect. The actors, all
brightly costumed, were seated around a
mass of "different people" inside us.
table upstage right. Their swirl of color
Thus we cannot live by a single, stable
and animation vividly contrasted the
desire or belief or vision. How do we
characters' statuesque, gray and black
separate a past feat from a present
figures downstage, just as the actors'
situation 1 Usually we cannot, so we, act
frivolous, superficial attitudes contrasted
in roles we, or others 'have designed TO-rthe grave depth of the characters.
us. Like the six characters, none of us
Director Chris Greene molded and
knows anything for certain except that
guided the play to a dynamic, involving
which has already happened. And, even
level, but I did not feel his added
then, memory distorts; pictures are
repainted to suit us. Manipulation, selfbeginning scenario, nor his altering of
the final scene worked to complement
ishness, plasticity vs. sincerity, reason
vs. instinct all emerge-as vital topics.
the play. The opening prologue
presented Pirandello with a string
Just as the script addresses the
puppet, trying to make the puppet walk
difference between playacting and
across the stage. Theatrically, this was
living, most of the cast seemed to hit
an unusual, dramatic way to open, but
upon the crucial stage of character
development which transcends reciting
it contradicted the deliberate sense
lines, and redoing memorized
present through the rest of the play that
movement. Sam Rush, as the Father,
the situation was unauthored, that these
and Carol Jones, as the Stepdaughter,
fictional characters actually interrupted
clearly possessed. inner motivation which this rehearsal. If Pirandello had wanted
made their characters magnetic. Their
to be included in the action he would
words and actions were thoughts and
have provided for himself.
sentiments, generated from inside, a
The final scene was another very
crucial accomplishment especially in a
artistic, abstract bit. The six characters
difficult, wordy play like Six Characters.
re-entered, stood around the dark stage
Rush's grave, stern, unceasingly
in spotlighted areas, each standing
intellectual Father had genuine age,
directly below a rope hanging from
scary determination, and yet a sense of
above. The ropes were looped and tied
fatigue with his constant, dead-end
at the end, but were too thick to look
search. Jones' Stepdaughter was saclly
like puppet strings. They looked like
resigned to her past, but selfishly intent
nooses. One at a time the lights went
on her revenge, a wronged woman, and
out on each of the characters as they
slapped their hands together, arms
a bitter child.
The rest of the cast, the actors and the extended straight out in front of them.
other characters, filled the stage with
They were cutting their strings, as
consistent, attentive concentration.
Pirandello did to his puppet in the first
Being on stage for an entire play
scene.
without many lines is not an easy task,
This dance, really, took place after a
for the audience can spot a bored, dayflurry of scary, confusing activity on
dreaming performer instantly. The
stage. The Girl drowns in a well, a gun
",'
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shot rings out, and we must wonder if
the Boy has shot himself. The other
characters flee, the actors exit quickly.
The energy, distress, and perplexity of
.this scene was powerful, and, as
Pirandello intended, I felt the resolution
had been thrown into my own lap.
Where did the characters go 7 Will they
ever find an author to finish their
drama 7 Did any of this really happen at
all7 As the stage emptied, I felt I had
suddenly beer made "the author".
Thus, when the characters came back
on stage, cut their strings, and the stage
darkened leaving Pirandello spotlighted
center stage, I felt my authorship
yanked away. This finish was too tidy
and seemed to conclude the characters'
search -by cutting their strings they
freed themselves. In the original script
Pirandello has the Director see a
silhouette of the Father and Mother on
the back of the stage before he exits.
Then, the Stepdaughter runs back on
stage and up through the audience,
laughing hysterically. I do not mean to
say that artistic liberties should never be
taken, but they need to be consistent
and carefully born out of the script. I
think Pirandello's own less final ending
is a stronger finale for the play.
I suspect that part of Greene's
intention in elaborating on these
prologue and epilogue scenes was to
stress how art and creativity is included
in -the proposed confusion about reality
and illusion. Is art life, or make-believe,
or copying7 Perhaps by introducing us
to Pirandello, the playwright, Greene
intended to make us question the

creator's role in the confusion. Was his
creative process one of manipulation,
imagination, or recall?
I believe the script, written as a play
within a play, and which deals with
many levels of human behavior in terms
of acting, rehearsing, and living,
sufficiently introduces the debate about
art without adding devices. The script
sets up a role reversal by having the
people in the play actors and fictitious
characters. Furthermore, the fictitious
characters are more layered, less onedimensional than the actors, the
supposed non-fiction characters in the
play. Pirandello, thus wove a complex
abstraction about theatre, art, and life
right into the script and the reality vs.
illusion theme.
Looking back, I honestly felt and
continue to feel that this production of
Six Characters was a successful one.
The script is a fascinating, masterful
one, filled with arresting questions, and
mazes of truths which should be simple
but become complicated and less
obvious in application. The
performances were, for the most part,
involving and convicted. The cast of
sixteen, created characters with a
concentration and intensity which
clearly communicated the complex
musings knit into Pirandello's
unconventional theatre fabric. And, the
staging was beautiful-the
result of
alert, artistic direction which creatively
paralleled the movement and visual
images with the intellectual and
emotional themes.

McDowell, Wells,
-Rubin
On Exhibit
by Ann Gallager
The new Exhibit at Cummings Art
Center features the work of artists Tim
McDowell, Terry Wells, and Cynthia
Rubin. Mr. McDowell and Miss Rubin,
both recent additions to the Connecticut
College Art Department, are assistant
professors this year. Mr. Wells, a New
York based freelance artist, graduated
from Connecticut and also continued his
graduate studies here.
The collection of eleven semi-abstract
etchings and paintings representing Mr.
McDowell's most recent work are on
view in Manwaring Gallery. Many of
them show the artist's fondness for the
deserts of the American Southwest (Mr.
McDowell was born and raised in
Arizona). The subtle pinks, whites, and
sandy beiges provide a desert landscape
against which the occasional brilliant,
hot flashes of red and orange stand out
nicely.
Mr. McDowell's compositions are
richly and delicately textured; the lush
patterning in several of them extends
onto the frame itself. The artist
evidently has a gift for language as well
as for painting. His witty, often amusing
titles are in perfect harmony with the
easy-going slightly exotic atmosphere of
his paintings.
The work of Mr. Wells-his first oneman show-can
be seen in an adjoining
room. The exhibit is a collection of
photographs, photo collages, and silk
screen graphics. The photo collages,
based on a careful and painstaking
rearrangeement of magazine cut-outs,

contain bizarre, space age images.
One collage depicts a gigantic reptile
attempting to swallow a hang-glider.
Another shows a yellow cylindrical
object, suggesting an outsized electronic
banana, sailing across a city backdrop.
The overall impression created by these
collages is of an imaginative fantasy
world full of floating suspension.
According to Mr. Wells, the graphic
advertisements required the most time
and effort. Some of them are based on
ideas that Mr. Wells has been revising
and reworking for years. The final
products are smooth, polished, devoid
of any unnecessary material, and
ultimately attractive and effective.
The paintings of Miss Rubin, a New
London resident, are exhibited in the
main gallery of Cummings. Miss Rubin's
large compositions in oil and acrylic are
bolclly divided into geometrical shapes.
The odd color combinations create a
striking, but almost dissonant effect.
There is a lack of clarity and
freshness, in both color and form in
Miss Rubin's painting. This is du~ to the
rigorous, almost sloppy brushwork, the
muddy color transitions, and the general
overcrowding of the canvasses.
The three smaller works, however, are
more successful. One is a comparitively
delicate watercolor and the other two
are in mixed media-one
in acrylic,
gouach, and pastel, the other a pastel,
ink, and lithograph collage. These works
avoid the heavy dullness of the paintings
in their brighter colors and pleasing
simplicity of design.
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COLLEGE VOICE
PROCRASTINATION POLL
by Michael Sladden
The College Voice Procrastination
Poll was mailed December 1st to the
undergraduate campus community,
about 1,650 persons, and we received
381 responses, just under twenty
percent. Based on class year, sex, major
and dorm location, the sampling is a fair
cross-seetion of the campus. Though
total responses were low in the absolute
sense, it should be remembered that in
polling twenty percent is a high response
level, and that those who took the time
to write the poll probably answered
truthfully. Only ten off-campus students
responded.
Of the 35 responses who said they
were shut out of a major course, most
were from Economics, Government and
Psych-based Human Relations, though a
few were 'ineligible' sophomores. Majors
responded generally in proportion to
their department size: History and
English majors led the rolls.
Among the biggest surprises was
WCN!'s unpopularity. Only very few
responses said they listened
:infrequently', 'once in a while', etc.
Another interesting response indicates
that students are generally satisfied with
the arts commitment at Connecticut.
In questions involving residential life,
the general trend was satisfaction.
Dormitories got overwhelming support,
and 173 polled felt the dorm life was
'productive'. Housefellows received
excellent marks, better in fact than
major advisors. SGA, Social Board and

Finance Committee got mixed reviews,
though clearly on the plus side.
The big news was that most students
polled felt safe on campus. Of those
who do not, 115 were girls. and of
the male no responses some it may be
assumed were in sympathy to their
counterparts. Many said so in their
comments. A number of women said
they were only afraid after dark, but
were counted as no because The Voice
considered that issue central issue in the
question.
Academic life is not so clearly
supported here, though the balance is
tipped to positive responses. Class year
versus question H8 showed that most
approvers were either Freshmen or
Seniors, which implies that Seniors take
full advantage and Freshmen are
pleasantly overwhelmed by the
intellectuallife. Academic departments
(H5) all received good marks, and
overall approval three to one.
Question H3 reveals a degree of
frustration with faculty students
relations, and the so-called '9 to 5'
faculty participation on campus.
Question H10 was deliberately general
but illustrates a feeling that Fanning
operates without need of student understanding. Many comments asked, 'What
goes on in there?' or suggested The
Voice do weekly reporting of
Administration politics to remedy the
problem.
The reprinted comments reflect the
average, and some not too average,
sentiments of those responding.

Requiem for A Chorus
by James Jones
upon
completion of Verdi's Requiem was well
deserved by almost all participants. The
component groups, the Connecticut
College Chorus, Trinity College Choir
and Orchestra, four soloists, and
conductor Paul Althouse, had difficulty
from time to time, but recovered
splendidly by the end of the
perfonnance.
The performance quite literally started
on a bad note with a flat tuning "A",
vanquishing the possibility of a welltuned orchestra. Other problems in the
orchestra had to do with tone quality
and technique. The trombones, for
instance, tended to produce a jagged
sound, which was highly inappropriate
at times. The strings suffered from a
general lack of technical proficiency,
especially in the piece's running sixteenth
note passages. Their lack of skill also
seemed to underline their lack of
warmth and expression as well; too
earthly a sound was produced for such a
composition.
The combined chorus, undoubtedly
the main attraction for many, upstaged
its instrumental counterpart, conveying
the subtler nuances of the Requiem.
Adroitly switching from mood to mood,
The standing ovation received

they were convincingly soothing or
ghastly as the piece demanded. The
basses could have emulated and echoed
the articulation of the lower strings, in
order for the performance to have been
even better.
As for the soloists, their performances
went from bad first impressions to an
almost overall recovery. Soprano Rena
Canfield seemed to yell at first, but
rounded out her performance exquisitely
in the "Libera Me." Mezzo-soprano Jean
Strazdes sang with vocal presence, but
seemed over-educated for her musical
abilities. Tenor Peter Harvey began with
phlegm in his throat, negating his vocal
ability. However, he and bass Howard
Sprout succeeding in convincing us of
the lyrical possibilities of latin.
Furthermore, both of them may have
careers in singing once they cultivate
their lower registers.
But besides lighting that made the
lower brass reflect most the colors of the
visible light spectrum, and the minor
errors mentioned above, the
performance had somewhat of a
professional air to it, sustaining a
consistent plane of grandeur and tragic
emotion. In contract to other amateur
performances from which one can
hardly wait to be released, the Verdi's
Requiem was a release in itself.
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GENERAllNFORMATION:
Sex:
Class:
Dorm:

POll

170
Male
211
Female
88/'82;
541'83;
1021'84;
971'85
117/North; 130/South; 124/Central

QUESTIONS:
YES

NO

1. At pre-registration, were you closed out of a
course needed for your major?
35

357

2. Do you listen to WCNl regularly?

62

262

3. Is there sufficient opportunity for student/
faculty interaction outside class?

187

130

4. Has your academic advisor been helpful?

218

121

5. Has your academic department
met your expectations?

220

72

6. Are you satisfied with the 1981-82
SGA Organization Budget?

117

103

7. Do you feel safe on this campus?

212

125

8. Are you satisfied with the quality of
intellectual life here?

213

118

9. Potatoes

or Stove-top

StufHng1
Spuds:
STS

10. Do you feel you understand

trative decision-making
Connecticut College

(major)

194
1.24

the adminis-

process at
144

257

11. Is your dormitory a satisfactory or
productive living environment?
satisfactory:
productive:

288
173

135
130

12. Is your housefellow doing his/her
job?

243

78

13. Do you feel adequately represented
by SGA?

199

121

14. Do you feel adequately entertained
by Social Board?

188

134

15. Do you feel Connecticut College is
making a sufficient commitment
to its:
creative arts:
sciences:
athletics:

265

68
131
144

16. Is the College Voice:
good:
bad:
improving:

180
180

125
43
144

Any suggestions?

"How about some political cartoons a la G. Trudeau? Could
start a new trend in this place of isolation."
"What's going on in the administration?

How are decisions

made and who makes them? Does SGA have much influence?
How can we best back them up or veto them 7"
"I don't feel particularly safe here because of the recent
attacks which have occurred on campus grounds. I also hue on

the first floor by the street, and hence am rather nervous."

-1~~ts
Prove tktt N,Yle.. bot oY Tt/t\..Pu>p~
nrfl- !Jot \.))~a.+ +k~ QAt

"The editor of the Voice should get a real job."
"I am very impressed with the paper this year. You are doing
something which [ care a great deal about: arousing student
interest. On this campus it takes a lot."

